
The 17 years of Bitter Struggle of TPLF and The people OF Tigrai  have 

become  the Cornerstones  of the Ethiopian and African Renaissance! 

      For the last hundred years, our country Ethiopia had been governed (administered) by 

autocratic monarchy and kings, and merciless groups of Military Juntas-the Dergue. As the 

unelected leaders were cruel and merciless, the people were considered as mobile but fixed 

assets.  The Ethiopian people were considered   as the servants of the ruling king, 

Emperors, or the Military Junta. These people were unable to identify themselves as 

citizens, no identity, language practice and cultural development. Even worse, they were 

not the owners of their lands, and other resources. They were simply serving the 

governors, the kings, and their chiefs. Their identities, languages, culture and other values 

were completely, denied, neglected, forgotten and even worse forbidden. The current 

equality of Nations and Nationalities and peoples was unthinkable- this was practiced in 

the name of imposed unity.  

The present day freedom of speech (expression), democracy, peace, development and 

equal treatment for all religions was unthinkable. Rather, Ethiopia was ruled by a few elites 

and the Royal families who emerged and educated at the expense of public finance from a 

specific Nation . 

Having understood this dire situation and being heavily influenced by the then world 

movements, Revolution, freedom Movements , the Ethiopian Students Movement in the 

Addis Ababa University started. Their main Slogans were land to the Tiller! People should 

be governed by their Elect leaders, and so on.  The Rights of Nations and Nationalities   

should be reserved or respected . 

Having these slogans, very few students who joined the AAU from Tigray, Amhara and 

other Nations and Nationalities, and peoples started the movement. This uprising was the 

first in its kind in Africa in general and in the Ethiopian history   in particular, but we 

should not forget the FIRST MOVEMENT OF THE TIGRAY PEOLE,(Known as the First or 

Kedamay Wayne!) whose aim was to be free from any sort of oppression of the shewa 

centralization and exploitation –self governance. A very few elites and university  students 

from AAU and other colleges went to the Tigray Fields for a bitter struggle where  there 



was no supply of food, water, and shelter except for their basaltic and ironic spirits  and 

thirst for freedom and emancipation of their peoples from the heavy  hands, fierce and 

bloody rule of the Military Junta. The over throwing of the Emperor Haile Selasse was 

facilitated by the movement of students, and teachers in the Ethiopian universities and high 

schools. But the ground was not fertile or conducive for the people to handle Their  own 

polity (political power) as the Dergue-  Military Junta  hijacked the Students and Teachers 

Movement by the use of FORCE-as it was known as    Military Junta.  The Drogue became an 

absolute power over the revolutionary- no movement, demonstrations , freedom of speech, 

no peaceful strikes. The slogan which was a cover up was “Ethiopia First”  If there was 

anyone who opposes the slogan Ethiopia Tikdem  which means Ethiopia First, he or she 

would be thrown to the jail ,killed or executed in the name of RED TERROR-WECAN SAY 

THE DEGRUE WAS A TERRORIST. It was then the Tigrai students from AAU and other 

institutes that fled to the FIELDS OF TIGRAI- to start the longest and bitter struggle with 

full confidence that they will demolish the Military rule through a lengthy Struggle by 

organizing and orientating the peasants of Ethiopia- especially the peasants of Tigrai- and 

Amhara.   What a brilliant ,determined, and farsighted vision!     The outcomes of the 

struggle that we are enjoying now didn’t simply come without any sacrifice. at least 60 up 

to 70 thousand  lives are Paid for that golden purpose. Who can   deny all this?    As a result, 

we are now enjoying the peace, democracy and development and unity with in Diversity in 

between Nations and Nationalities and  peoples of Ethiopia according to our constitution 

based on Federalism. We have started to taste the sweet fruits of democracy, peace and 

development in that by identifying the Resources we have,   the labor of our people and 

most important of all, the Natural Resources we are endowed with. The  soil and water 

consecration for the Rehabilitation  of our environment, the extraction of minerals that we 

have and constructing different micro and mega projects of hydro powers are the strategic 

plans and gifts of our late PM Meles Zenawi together with other world class mind leaders , 

who is known for designing the best policies and Strategies for the Economic and political 

freedom of our country, Ethiopia which is becoming the Role Model for the developing 

countries and which is the 4th largest economy in the African continent ,the peace maker in 

the east of Africa and in the world at large in the UN Peacekeeping Missions in different 

countries.   



     Thus, the Bitter Struggle of 17 years of TPLF- EPRDF have become the corner stone  for 

our Renaissance and African Renaissance as other African countries such as Rwanda and 

Uganda  are following our footsteps in the proper utilization of their natural resources. 

Recently, the World Bank and the IMF have recognized its double digit development. What 

a successful Economic Achievement within a short period o 
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